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    The data set includes a complete list of M&A deals in the infrastructure and real estate space for the Indian market for the period 2014 to 2017. The parameters covered include:
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    - Sector
    - Target company
    - Investor/buyer groups
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    - Exit details (wherever applicable)
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Two Quarterly Updates
Each quarterly update (November 2017 and February 2018) will include updates on deal activity. It will cover the following areas:
- Deal size
- Date of deal finalisation
- Acquirer and target company
- Sector
- Sub-sector
- Deal type
- Buyer/Investor details

Weekly Newsletters
The weekly newsletter will comprise 4-6 pages. The focus areas of this newsletter are policy, equity moves, debt/bond issues, mergers and acquisitions, loans and credit, credit ratings, primary and public issues, joint ventures/agreements and financial results. The lending institutions covered include financial institutions, nationalised banks, private banks, foreign banks, multilateral institutions and bilateral funding agencies.
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